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north ward hyde north ward is one of the twenty-three city wards of kirklees, west yorkshire,

england. as of 2017 its population was 22,041 people, reducing to 21,221 at the 2011 census. it was
named after jonas hyde, a nineteenth-century local businessman. the ward includes hyde park and a

number of retail parks, especially the hyde park retail park which includes many local high street
retailers, and the permian business park, home to several service companies such as bae systems,

the national headquarters of bskyb and moss bros. the former leader of the council and leader of the
opposition, cllr. kate green, lives in the ward. hyde north is a part of the hyde west parliamentary
constituency and the kirklees parliamentary constituency. councillors * denotes sitting councillor

references external links kirklees council - official site category:kirklees category:kirklees city council
wardsadam levine is not a fan of beyoncé's new "halo" music video. in a new interview with tmz, the
"maroon 5" singer shared that he thinks the storyline is "distasteful" and made a comparison to the
black panther film. "halo is so wonderful because it's based on the black panther (motion picture),"
he said. "it's an incredible film. i thought that was really moving and powerful." based on the film,
the "halo" music video shows a woman who's obsessed with a superhero and is obsessed with her
home life. the woman sees a supernatural force and decides to dress up like a superhero herself. "i
like the song, but the video was a little distasteful," levine continued. "i'm not into that. not into that

at all. it was just, like, a lot of weird stuff in the video." beyoncé's "halo" music video is off to a
controversial start, garnering criticism from fans for its storyline. get breaking news delivered to your
inbox beyoncé, 37, shared the clip on twitter friday with the hashtags "#halo" and "#beyoncé." our

#halo will be coming soon. see you at the top of a mountain, in a field, in an airplane, or on the
street. #beyonce — beyoncé (@beyonce) april 13, 2018 many fans took issue with the video, saying

it was distasteful and that the singer should never have released it. "i respect @beyonce but this
video is so distasteful. it glorifies domestic violence. it glorifies exploiting children and women.

beyoncé please don't put this out," one twitter user wrote. i respect @beyonce but this video is so
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distasteful. beyoncé please don't put this out. — t (@tnawkr) april 13, 2018 "haven’t seen any more
of beyonce’s new video. banned it immediately," another wrote. haven't seen any more of beyonce's

new video. banned it immediately.
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